Supported Natural Membranes on Microspheres for Protein–Protein Interaction Studies
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ABSTRACT: Multiple biological and pathological processes, such as signaling, cell–cell communication, and infection by various viruses, occur at the plasma membrane. The eukaryotic plasma membrane is made up of thousands of different lipids, membrane proteins, and glycolipids, and its composition is dynamic and constantly changing. Due to the central importance of membranes on the one hand and their complexity on the other, membrane model systems are instrumental for interrogating membrane-related biological processes. Here, we develop a new tool for protein–membrane interaction studies. Our method is based on natural membranes obtained from extracellular vesicles. We form membrane bilayers supported on polystyrene microspheres that can be trapped and manipulated using optical tweezers. This method allows working with membrane proteins of interest within a background of native membrane components where their correct orientation is preserved. We demonstrate our method’s applicability by successfully measuring the interaction forces between the Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 and its human receptor, ACE2. We further show that these interactions are blocked by the addition of an antibody against the receptor binding domain of the Spike protein. Our approach is versatile and broadly applicable for various membrane biology and biophysics questions.
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INTRODUCTION

The eukaryotic plasma membrane can be thought of as a two-dimensional solution of integral membrane proteins in a lipid bilayer solvent, where membrane proteins can constitute about 50% of the total membrane area. Studying integral membrane proteins is highly important as they play ubiquitous roles in many physiological processes such as cell signaling, cell–cell communication, and host–pathogen interactions, among others. These proteins require a membranous environment for their activity. A common method to study such proteins is to reconstitute them within synthetic liposomes. Purification and reconstitution of proteins of interest in synthetic membranes can affect their stability, solubility, and activity, while optimizing the reconstitution conditions for every membrane protein is time-consuming and costly.

Alternative model systems that can be used to study membrane proteins are natural membranes shed from the cellular plasma membrane: large vesicles termed Giant Plasma Membrane Vesicles (GPMVs) and smaller vesicles termed blebs. The shedding of such vesicles is induced by
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chemical treatments as opposed to extracellular vesicles such as exosomes that are naturally secreted by cells. This allows obtaining membrane proteins in their correct orientation and natural membrane environment. In particular, both types of vesicles have been used to form supported plasma membrane bilayers (SPMBs) that are compatible with various experimental methods, such as TIRF and AFM. Blebs can be used together with synthetic liposomes to form supported bilayers for various applications, e.g., biosensors and screening of transmembrane protein modulators.

Several studies have shown that SPMB can be formed from GPMVs on a SiO$_2$ surface by exposing the surface layer to an air–water interface or through acoustic radiation to induce the rupture of GPMVs. Recently, Teiwes and colleagues have shown that SPMBs can be formed by spreading GPMVs on SiO$_2$ activated by oxygen plasma. Out of all the methods outlined above, only the use of blebs in combination with synthetic liposomes led to continuous supported membrane bilayers formation, while the rest resulted in the formation of large membrane patches. All of these SPMBs were formed on a planar surface and mainly used to study protein dynamics and interactions.

An attractive approach for quantitative studies of protein–membrane interactions is by using optical tweezers. Several experimental schemes have been used; one approach is using microscopic beads coated with synthetic membranes, where ectodomains of proteins of interest are tethered to the microspheres using linkers. Another approach is using soluble ectodomains with membrane-coated beads, or binding proteins to synthetic membranes via His-tag on the protein interacting with Ni-NTA headgroup-modified lipids. All of these studies involved microspheres coated with synthetic membranes and truncated rather than full-length proteins. Coating natural membranes on a microsphere has not been performed so far.

In this work, we describe a new method to coat natural membranes containing proteins of interest on microspheres for measuring protein–protein interactions using optical tweezers. Although cell blebs are of suitable size for microsphere coating, their concentration is very low. Since the surface area of microspheres compared to a planar surface, for a typical experiment, is very large, more material is needed for the coating. To increase the yield of natural membranes obtained from cells, we used giant plasma membrane vesicles (GPMVs), which we downsized to obtain a large number of small vesicles optimal for deposition on microspheres.

To validate our method and the presence of functional and properly oriented proteins on the microspheres, we performed protein–protein interaction studies using human ACE2 and the Spike protein of the SARS-CoV-2. Our approach is versatile and broadly applicable for various membrane biology and biophysics questions.

## METHODS

### Plasmid Preparation and HEK293T Cell Transfection.

HEK293T cells were cultivated in DMEM medium containing 10% FBS, 2 mM glutamate, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 50 IU/mL penicillin, and 50 µg/mL streptomycin antibiotics (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) in T25 cell culture flasks at 37 °C and 5% CO$_2$. Cell dissociation was performed with 1 mL of Trypsin-EDTA (Fisher Scientific, U.K.). Cells were collected after centrifugation at 500 g for 2.5 min, diluted 1:12, and plated in 25 cm$^2$ culture flasks coated with 0.1 µg/mL poly-l-lysine (Sigma) and cultured until the confluence reached 50–60% and no less than 24 h before transfection.

The SARS-CoV-2 Spike full-length gene (no. 43740568) containing a C-terminal flag-tag (Spike) was cloned into a pCAGGS vector, and the ACE2-GFP (ACE2) was purchased from Addgene (no. 154962). Plasmid scale-up was performed using Nucleobond midi-plasmid purification kit (Nucleobond no. 740410) using the manufacturer’s protocol, and the sequence was confirmed using Sanger sequencing at the TAU sequencing unit.~5 µg of either Spike or ACE2 plasmid was transiently transfected using a lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen, no. 11668037) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were grown in an incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO$_2$ for at least 24 h to obtain an optimal transfection yield.

### Membrane Labeling and GPMV Production.

HEK293T cell plasma membranes were labeled using a lipophilic dye C12-DiI (DiI) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). For labeling, culture medium was removed, and cells were gently washed with 4 mL of PBS, followed by addition of 2 µg/mL DiI in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM CaCl$_2$ at pH 7.4 (GPMV buffer), and incubated for 15–20 min at 37 °C. After incubation, cells were washed 3 times with a GPMV buffer to remove excess dye. To induce vesiculation of ACE2 transfected cells, the cells were incubated for >6 h at room temperature in 1 mL of active vesiculation buffer containing 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and 27.6 mM formaldehyde in GPMV buffer. In the case of GPMV production from Spike transfected cells, vesiculation was induced by the addition of DTT (Roche) + formaldehyde (Sigma) as described above. The GPMVs were collected using a cut pipette tip and used immediately on the same day. An additional centrifugation step (100g for 2 min) was employed to remove any cell debris.

### Downsizing of GPMVs and Formation of Supported Plasma Membrane Bilayers.

GPMVs were downsized manually using a mini-extruder (Avanti polar lipids, USA). ~1 mL of the suspension containing GPMVs was very slowly passed through a 100 nm filter while the rest was centrifuged. Prior to GPMV deposition on glass slides, the surfaces were washed with Milli-Q water followed by sonication in ethanol for 3–4 min for 3 cycles, another wash with Milli-Q water, and then dried using airflow. SPMBs were formed by spreading downsized GPMVs on a clean glass slide and incubating for 15–30 min at room temperature. The deposited vesicles underwent a gentle wash with GPMV buffer and were imaged with and without the addition of synthetic liposomes using an Olympus EPC50 microscope with a 40X objective.

### Liposome Preparation.

Lipids purchased from Avanti polar lipids (Alabama, USA) were dissolved in chloroform (Sigma). DOPC, DOPS, and Cholesterol were used in a 5:2:3 molar ratio for unlabeled vesicles, and 0.5% of Rhodamine-PE was added to prepare fluorescent liposomes. The solvent was dried under a gentle stream of argon gas followed by vacuum desiccation for at least 4 h. The lipid film formed at the bottom of the glass tube was hydrated with 1 mL of GPMV buffer. Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) were produced by vortexing the lipids in buffer followed by sonication for 0.5–1 min and finally extrusion through a 100 nm polycarbonate filter using a mini extruder from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabama, USA).

### Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) of the SPMB was carried out using a Leica SP8 TCS HyD confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany). Bilayers were imaged with a 60X oil immersion lens using FRAP settings of $\lambda_{ex} = 552$ nm laser excitation wavelength and $\lambda_{em} = 570$–650 emission wavelength range. A circular region of interest ($r = 10$ µm) was bleached by a short laser pulse, and the fluorescence recovery was monitored against a reference region of interest (ROI) within the same membrane area. Images were analyzed using Fiji ImageJ, and the diffusion coefficients were calculated using the Soumpasis method. A similar method was used to calculate the diffusion coefficient of liposomes containing synthetic lipids, DOPC/DOPS/Cholesterol/Rh-PE in a 49.5:20:30:0.5 molar ratio. For FRAP experiments on microspheres, exponential function fitting was used as the assumptions underlying the Soumpasis method are not valid in this case.

### Size and Concentration Measurements.

The size and concentration of downsized natural vesicles were measured by...
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) using the NanoSight NS3000 (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, U.K.). For each sample, at least 3–5 video recordings of 60 s were collected with a constant camera level and threshold for all samples. Measurements were performed at 25 °C. Analysis of the videos was performed using the software provided by the supplier. Concentration measurements after downsizing were routinely performed, in order to maintain the desired natural to synthetic vesicle ratio in the coating.

The hydrodynamic radius of the vesicles was also analyzed by dynamic light scattering using the Malvern nano ZS zeta sizer (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, U.K.) in GPMV buffer.

Atomic Force Microscopy. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of downsized GPMVs and membrane bilayers was conducted using a JPK Nanowizard4 XP AFM from Bruker, USA. Imaging was performed with DNP-10 cantilevers (k = 0.12 N/m) using the quantitative imaging (QI) mode at room temperature in GPMV buffer. Images were analyzed using the JPK software.

Membrane Coating on Microspheres. Polystyrene microspheres (heads) of 3.15 μm diameter were obtained from Spherotech, Inc. (Lake Forest, USA). Before coating, microspheres were suspended in GPMV buffer and washed through 3 cycles of vortexing followed by centrifugation at 900 x g for 3 min. The microspheres were resuspended in ~500 μL of downsized GPMVs for coating and incubated overnight at slow rotation (15 rotations/min) using a cyclomixer. To obtain uniform coating of the membrane on the microspheres, liposomes were added in a 1:50 ratio of downsized GPMVs: liposomes. The coated microspheres were collected and washed again 3 times to remove any unbound material. In the case of GPMVs containing Dil, washing was thoroughly performed at least 5–6 times to remove any free Dil dye. Confocal fluorescence imaging of the Dil labeled microspheres was conducted using the confocal setup of the C-trap optical tweezers from LUMICKS. For fluorescence scans, microspheres were excited with a 561 nm wavelength laser, and emission was collected in the 580–630 nm range.

Protein–protein interactions, one set of washed microspheres was incubated with downsized GPMVs containing ACE2 and another with downsized GPMVs containing Spike and labeled with Dil. For antibody blocking, microspheres coated with downsized GPMVs containing Spike were separated into two groups. One set was used as-is for measuring ACE2–Spike interactions, while the other set of microspheres was incubated with anti-receptor binding domain (RBD) monoclonal antibody (Ab) for 1–2 h in a microcentrifuge tube, washed, and used immediately to measure the ACE2–Spike interactions in the optical tweezers setup.

Syncytium Assay. Plasmid coding for human ACE2 together with a GFP expression plasmid, and Spike plasmids, were transfected into two different HEK293T cell culture plates as described above. ACE2-GFP cotransfected cells were detached using pre-warmed PBS containing EDTA and added to the Spike transfected HEK293T cells. The cells were incubated for 2 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 followed by addition of 100 μg of trypsin and further incubation for 6–8 h. The syncytia formed were imaged using an Olympus Epi50 microscope and an Olympus FV3000 confocal microscope. No trypsin was added to the control samples.

Confocal Microscopy. Confocal images of the cells and GPMVs and syncytium imaging were carried out using an Olympus Fluoview FV 3000 confocal microscope under 20x magnification. Images were collected using cell vision software.

Optical Tweezers (OTs). The experiments were performed using a C-trap confocal fluorescence optical tweezers setup (LUMICKS) made of an inverted microscope based on a water-immersion objective (NA 1.2) together with a condenser top lens placed above the flow cell. The optical traps are generated by splitting a 10 W 1064 nm laser into two orthogonally polarized, independently steerable optical traps. To steer the two traps, one coarse-positioning piezo stepper mirror and one accurate piezo mirror were used. Optical traps were used to capture polystyrene microbeads. The displacement of the trapped beads from the center of the trap was measured and converted into a force signal by back-focal plane interferometry of the condenser lens using two position-sensitive detectors. The samples were illuminated by a bright field 850 nm LED and imaged in transmission onto a metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera. For the confocal fluorescence microscopy, the C-trap uses a 3-color, fiber-coupled laser with wavelengths of 488, 561, and 638 nm for fluorescence excitation. Scanning was performed using a fast tip/tilt piezo mirror. For confocal detection, the emitted fluorescence was deserialized, separated from the excitation by a dichroic mirror, and filtered using emission filters (blue, 500–550 nm; green, 575–625 nm; red, 650–750 nm). Photons were counted using fiber-coupled single-photon counting modules. For imaging membrane-coated microspheres, confocal scans were performed at a constant z position. The microspheres were excited with a λex = 561 nm laser, and emission was collected in λem = 575–625 nm for Dil and λem = 488 nm laser and λem = 500–550 for GFP. 10% laser power was used for all of the excitation measurements. 54.35 μW is the maximal laser power.

For ACE2–Spike interaction studies, two microsphere sets, one harboring ACE2 and another harboring Spike, were injected into different channels of a 5-channel flow cell (Lumicks, The Netherlands) and captured in two optical traps.

Once trapped, the two microspheres were moved into another channel containing buffer, and the interactions were performed in an approach–retraction routine by keeping one bead constant and moving the other, as described previously. Briefly, the traps were calibrated using power spectral analysis and had a stiffness (k) of 0.38–0.405 pN/nm. All experiments were carried out at a constant z position and trapping power. Ten approach–retraction cycles per each pair of beads were performed, and the resulting rupture forces were measured as described previously.

Protein Density Calculation. ACE2−GFP density on GPMVs was determined as described earlier. Briefly, fluorescence intensity of the GPMVs was quantified according to the blue channel photon count of the confocal image. In separate experiments, GUVs containing 0.1% Oregon green-DHPE (OG) were imaged to provide a reference signal of known fluorophore concentration in the membrane. All of the experiments were performed under the same settings. The fluorescence intensity of the fluorophore was related to the fluorophore density as

$$\frac{I_{OG}}{I_{GUV}} = C_p \times \frac{\lambda_{em}}{\lambda_{ex}}$$

where $x$ is the mole fraction of the fluorophore in the GUV and $C_p$ depends on the confocal setup parameters and fluorescence yield of the fluorophore and $f$ is the fluorescence intensity of the fluorophore.

To compensate for the fluorescence yield difference between OG and GFP, the fluorescent intensities of water-solvated OG and GFP were measured. The mole fraction of the protein in the GPMV was calculated as follows:

$$\frac{\lambda_{OG}}{\lambda_{GUV}} = \frac{x_{OG}}{x_{GFP}} \times \frac{I_{ACE2-GFP}}{I_{ACE2-GFP}}$$

protein mole fraction on the microspheres was calculated from the fluorescence intensity as follows:

$$\frac{I_{microsphere}}{I_{microscope}} = \frac{f_{microscope}}{f_{microscope}} \times \frac{I_{ACE2-GFP}}{I_{ACE2-GFP}}$$

where $f_{microscope}$ is the intensity of the microscopes coated with liposomes containing known concentration of OG (Figure S6).

Data Analysis. All of the data from the optical tweezers experiments were collected using a commercial software from Lumicks called "BlueLake" and exported as h5 files. Analyses of the probability of interactions, rupture forces, and photon counts in regions of interest were carried out using custom-written Python scripts using the Python “pylab” package from Lumicks.

Statistical Analysis. NTA measurements of downsized GPMVs were performed for 3 independent samples. Mean values and their standard deviations (SDs) are reported. AFM imaging of the SPMB
was carried out on at least 3 different sets of samples, and more than 10 scans were performed for each sample. Nine different areas from 3 different FRAP experiments were analyzed, and the mean values along with the SD are reported. For quantifying the average fluorescence intensity of the microspheres under different conditions; >80 microspheres for each condition were measured, and average values with SD are presented. For Spike-ACE2 interaction studies, the values reported are from at least three independent sets of experiments, as detailed in the caption. Median rupture forces and their standard deviations as reported in the text were determined by bootstrapping with 1000 iterations, resampling 90% of the data. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs), and bar and box plots were plotted using Origin 9.0 software.

**RESULTS**

**Formation of Supported Plasma Membranes on Planar Glass Surfaces.** Prior to coating microspheres, we used glass slides as support for optimizing vesicle concentration to achieve effective vesicle rupture and SPMB formation (Figure 1A). GPMVs were produced from HEK293T cells labeled with a lipophilic dye, DiI (Figure 1B) (see Methods). The cell-derived GPMVs and other extracellular vesicles in the supernatant varied in size from ∼100 nm to 20 μm. When the GPMVs were directly placed on a glass surface, they remained intact or became deflated, maintaining a circular shape (Figure 1C, Table S1). Since we aimed to coat microspheres, we decided to use downsized GPMVs, which allowed us to obtain a high concentration of small vesicles (Figure 1D). When the downsized GPMVs were placed on a glass slide and incubated for 30 min, some of them were ruptured and formed a “grainy” bilayer (Figure 1D, Table S1). The rupture likely occurred via a “parachute-type” mechanism described previously for vesicles, 43,44 where membrane proteins retain their orientation with outward-facing membrane proteins exposed outside of the bilayer. To obtain a continuous membrane bilayer from the downsized vesicles, we followed the method developed by the Daniel...
group at Cornell University,18,21 where supported bilayers are formed by adding synthetic liposomes to the preadsorbed natural vesicles, resulting in their rupture. (Figure 1E, Table S1). The lipid composition of the synthetic vesicles was chosen to enhance vesicle rupture.18,21,45 We found that a ratio of 1:5 of downsized GPMVs to synthetic vesicles formed a continuous SPMB. To quantify the efficiency of GPMV downsizing, we carried out size and concentration measurements using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA). From the DLS measurements, we observed that the GPMV sample (before downsizing) contained a substantial population of larger vesicles (>1 μm) along with smaller vesicles (~50–120 nm). The population of larger vesicles was completely removed after downsizing, along with an increase in the smaller vesicles' population (~100 nm; Figure S1). To quantify the increase in the concentration of smaller vesicles, we carried out NTA measurements. Before downsizing, the GPMV sample had an average concentration of 1.71 × 10^8 vesicles/mL with sizes between 30 and 800 nm (we could not quantify the larger vesicles as NTA has a detection limit of ~1 μm at these conditions), whereas after downsizing, the concentration increased to 3.62 × 10^10 vesicles/mL, a ~20-fold increase, along with a more uniform size distribution (~110 nm; Figure 1F). HEK293T cells cultured on a 25 cm^2 plate at 80% confluency, yielded a concentration of 8 × 10^9 to 3 × 10^10 downsized vesicles/mL with an average concentration of 1.5 × 10^10 vesicles/mL (n = 5).

To confirm the formation of continuous SPMB from Dil-GPMVs, we performed fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments, where the mobility of Dil-C12 lipids in the bilayer was assessed. We observed significant fluorescence recovery (Figure 1G) and obtained a mobile fraction (M) of 73 ± 2%. We obtained a diffusion coefficient of 0.538 ± 0.27 μm^2/s for the Dil-SPMB, consistent with the reported literature values.25 (Figure 1G,H). Differences from literature values might arise from differences in membrane composition. For reference, we carried out FRAP measurements on membrane bilayers formed from synthetic liposomes containing Rh–PE (Figure S2). Synthetic SMBs showed a mobile fraction of 100 ± 5% with a diffusion coefficient of 1.1 ± 0.28 μm^2/s.

To further confirm the formation of continuous SPMB from GPMVs, we imaged the surfaces with AFM. Deposition of downsized vesicles resulted in multiple intact vesicles ranging from 90 to 420 nm (n > 40 vesicles) alongside membrane patches with a thickness of ~5–6 nm, corresponding to bilayers formed from spontaneously ruptured vesicles (Figure 1I). Height profiles of a vesicle and a membrane patch are depicted in Figure 1K. Addition of synthetic liposomes to the supported natural vesicles induced rupture of previously unruptured vesicles (Figure 1J), resulting in a continuous SPMB with an average thickness of 4–5 nm (Figure 1L; a hole is imaged intentionally to demonstrate the layer thickness).

Coating Microspheres with Plasma Membranes. To coat microspheres, we used the optimal ratio of downsized GPMVs to liposomes that was found by using flat surfaces as described above (Figure 2A). Confocal fluorescence images of microspheres coated with GPMVs before and after downsizing with and without added synthetic liposomes are presented in Figure 2B. The images clearly demonstrate that the addition of downsized GPMVs increased the fluorescence coverage on the microsphere compared to regular, large GPMVs, indicating better membrane coverage of the microsphere surface. The addition of synthetic liposomes enhanced vesicle rupture and created a more uniform coating (Figure 2B). We quantified the fluorescence intensity of coated microspheres under different conditions (Figures 2C and S3). Coating microspheres with
regular GPMVs was not effective. When we coated the microspheres with downsized vesicles, however, a >10-fold increase in the fluorescence intensity was observed compared to microspheres coated with GPMVs containing ACE2-GFP, n = 573. Microspheres = uncoated microspheres, n = 176. GPMV = microspheres coated with downsized unlabeled GPMVs, n = 236. ACE2-GFP GPMVs = GPMVs containing ACE2-GFP, n = 63. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov nonparametric test for all the data showed different distributions of the fluorescence intensity values with *** being p < 0.001.

Figure 3. (A) Confocal and bright field image overlay of ACE2-GFP transfected HEK293T cells producing GPMVs. Scale bar is 15 μm. The ACE2-GFP GPMVs can be clearly observed (red arrows), along with GPMVs with no fluorescence (black arrows). (B) Confocal image of an isolated GPMV containing ACE2-GFP. Scale bar is 5 μm. (C) Plot showing the fluorescence intensities (number of photons per sphere) of microspheres and GPMVs excited at 488 nm under different conditions. ACE2-GFP = microspheres coated with downsized GPMVs containing ACE2-GFP, n = 573. Microspheres = uncoated microspheres, n = 176. GPMV = microspheres coated with downsized unlabeled GPMVs, n = 236. ACE2-GFP GPMVs = GPMVs containing ACE2-GFP, n = 63. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov nonparametric test for all the data showed different distributions of the fluorescence intensity values with *** being p < 0.001.

Figure 4. ACE2–Spike interactions measured by force spectroscopy with optical tweezers using microspheres coated with protein-containing natural membranes. (A) Probability of interactions between membranes containing ACE2-coated microspheres and membranes containing Spike-coated microspheres. ACE2-Spike indicates the interaction between ACE2-coated microsphere and Spike-coated microsphere (orange) (pairs = 42, 4 independent experiments). ACE2-ACE2 indicates the interaction between two ACE2-coated microspheres (green) (pairs = 16). Spike–Spike indicates the interaction between two Spike-coated microspheres (blue) (pairs = 21). ACE2-SAb indicates the interaction between ACE2-coated microspheres and Spike-coated microspheres incubated with anti-RBD of Spike antibody (magenta) (pairs = 19). The numbers of approach and separation cycles (n) are indicated for each group. At least 15 microsphere pairs were measured for each sample, with a maximum of 10 cycles for each pair. Error bars indicate the statistical error. (B) Box plot showing the median rupture forces corresponding to the various combinations of ACE2- and Spike-containing microspheres described in panel A. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov non-parametric test for all of the data shows different distributions with *** being p < 0.001, ** being p < 0.01, and p-ns = 0.73. Box-whisker plot horizontal lines represent (from the top) the maximum, the third quartile, the median, the first quartile, and the minimum. (C) Normalized cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the rupture forces.

To further confirm the formation of SPMB on the microspheres, we performed FRAP measurements. Our results clearly demonstrate that continuous and fluid bilayers are formed (Figure S4).

Incorporation of Proteins of Interest in Membranes on Microspheres. In order to validate that the membrane coating contains functional proteins, we decided to measure interactions between two proteins of interest: the Spike of the SARS-CoV-2 and its human receptor, ACE2, as this interaction leads to the entry of SARS-CoV-2 into target cells during infection. We produced GPMVs with ACE2–GFP (Figure 3A,B; see Methods for details). It is important to note that GPMVs are heterogeneous in their composition, and not all
GPMVs are fluorescent (Figure 3A). Under our experimental conditions, only ~8% of the GPMVs contained ACE2–GFP (n > 1200 GPMVs; Figure 3B). We next quantified the fluorescence intensity of the coated beads and found ~40% increase in the average fluorescence intensity of the ACE2–GFP microspheres compared to the autofluorescence of the microspheres alone (Figure 3C and Figure S5), indicating that the membranes on the beads contained labeled proteins.

Further, we quantified the ACE2-GFP concentration in the GPMVs as well as on the coated microspheres using soluble GFP and Oregon green as reference fluorophores (see Methods and Figure S6). We determined that the mole fraction of ACE2–GFP in GPMVs varied from 1.5 × 10⁻⁴ to 8.5 × 10⁻⁴ with an average of 2 × 10⁻³ ± 2 × 10⁻³ (n = 55). The mole fraction of ACE2–GFP on the microspheres coated with downsized GPMVs containing ACE2–GFP and fusogenic liposomes in 1:50 ratio was found to vary from 0.85 × 10⁻⁴ to 7.5 × 10⁻⁴ with an average of (1.3 ± 0.7) × 10⁻³ (n = 284).

**Optical Tweezers Force Spectroscopy with Membrane Coated Microspheres.** In order to examine the functionality of the proteins embedded in the coated membrane, we chose to measure the interactions between the Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 with its human receptor ACE2. For proper functionality, the proteins need to maintain their correct orientation. First, we validated the activity and competency of the ACE2 and Spike proteins used in this study; we carried out a syncytium assay, where we transiently transfected Spike plasmid in HEK293T cells and transiently co-transfected GFP and ACE2–GFP plasmids in another plate of HEK293T cells, mixed them together, and incubated them with and without the addition of trypsin (Figure S7A). Addition of serine protease enzymes, like trypsin, cleaves the membrane components, releasing the fusion peptide and leading to cell–cell fusion (Figure S7B). In the presence of trypsin, >50 syncytia were observed per plate, whereas only 3–4 syncytia per plate were observed in the absence of trypsin (Figure S7C). This clearly demonstrates the functionality of the ACE2 and Spike proteins used in our study.

Next, we set out to perform force spectroscopy measurements. The presence of ACE2–GFP in the GPMVs can be observed from GFP fluorescence (Figure 3B), and the presence of SARS-CoV-2 Spike has already been demonstrated in GPMVs. GPMVs were collected and downsized as described above and used to produce SPMB on microspheres; one set of microspheres with ACE2–GFP and another with Spike. To differentiate the two sets of microspheres during our experiments, the Spike transfected cells were stained with DiI (Figure S8). The two types of microspheres were caught in two optical traps and brought into contact with each other by an approach and separation routine in order to measure the unbinding forces, as described previously (Figure S9). We observed a high probability of interactions between ACE2–Spike (~65%) compared to the nonspecific interactions between ACE2–ACE2 (21%) and Spike–Spike (19%), indicating the specificity of the ACE2–Spike interaction (Figure 4A). The unbinding forces significantly differed between the specific and nonspecific interactions (Figure 4B). The median rupture force for ACE2–Spike interaction was 81 ± 4.6 pN, whereas ACE2–ACE2 and Spike–Spike had median rupture forces of 47 ± 3.1 and 45 ± 4 pN, respectively (indicated errors are median rupture force standard deviations obtained by bootstrapping with 1000 iterations, resampling 90% of the data of Figure 4C). ACE2–ACE2 and Spike–Spike unbinding forces are significantly lower than ACE2–Spike, as validated by a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov nonparametric test (p < 0.005). However, ACE2–ACE2 and Spike–Spike interactions exhibit similar distributions (p ns, 0.73).

Next, we performed an antibody-blocking assay to further confirm the specificity of the observed ACE2–Spike binding. Since the ACE2–Spike interaction is mediated by the receptor binding domain (RBD) of Spike, we expected that binding of an RBD-specific antibody to the Spike would inhibit the ACE2–Spike interaction. Microspheres with SPMB containing Spike were incubated with a monoclonal antibody (Ab) specific to Spike RBD (see Methods for details). We observed that Ab-bound Spike showed lower probability of interactions with ACE2 (26%) compared to ACE2–Spike (65%). Comparison of rupture forces with and without added antibody exhibited marked differences (Figures 4B,C). ACE2–SAb unbinding forces were similar to those of ACE2–ACE2 and Spike–Spike, with median values of 59 ± 6.8 pN for ACE2–SAb, 47pN for ACE2–ACE2, 45 pN for Spike–Spike, and 81pN for ACE2–Spike (Figure 4C). These results indicate that anti-RBD Ab was able to bind to the RBD domain of Spike and inhibit ACE2–Spike interactions, further validating the broad applicability of our assay.

**DISCUSSION**

GPMVs are a reliable and facile method of obtaining natural membranes. Unlike exosomes, released from intracellular compartments, GPMVs are derived directly from the plasma membrane. GPMVs thus contain plasma membrane constituents in their native conformation, retaining their activity and orientation. Expression of transmembrane proteins prior to GPMV production allows preparation of natural membranes with embedded proteins of interest. Here, we present a new method for coating microspheres with natural membranes that are readily compatible with optical trapping. Our method extends the applicability of optical tweezers for unraveling protein–protein interactions in a natural membrane environment while bypassing the need for protein reconstitution. Planar-supported bilayers from natural sources have been previously described. However, some applications necessitate the use of spherical nanoparticles rather than planar surfaces. Studies have been performed with nanoparticles coated with natural membranes from erythrocytes, platelets, macrophages, and cancer cells for various biomedical applications, such as in vivo imaging, phototoxicable therapy, and tumor-targeted therapies.

The common procedure used in these studies is to rupture the cells using a hypotonic solution followed by sonication and coextrusion of the membrane with nanoparticles to facilitate coating. Our method of obtaining natural membranes through GPMVs uses mild conditions and allows us to obtain specific, active membrane proteins of interest embedded within membranes. Our approach could be used to prepare membrane-coated nanoparticles containing membrane proteins of interest for various sensing and biomedical purposes. We chose to demonstrate the applicability of our method by measuring ACE2–Spike interactions using optical tweezers. To characterize these interactions, we measured unbinding forces and the probability of forming interactions between the Spike of SARS-CoV2 and its receptor, ACE2. We further demonstrated the specificity of the interactions by successfully blocking the binding upon addition of an anti-RBD antibody. These results also demonstrate that our method results in...
formation of supported membranes with properly oriented and functional proteins, as this specific interaction could not be possible otherwise. This is in line with previous studies that showed that forming supported natural bilayers from ruptured natural vesicles preserves the correct protein orientation. 43

Since other reports have demonstrated the potential clinical significance of blocking the ACE2–Spike interactions using an antibody, 46,49 our method could potentially be used as a screening platform to quantitatively assess the blocking efficiency. Previous single molecule studies of the interaction of SARS-CoV2 with ACE2 performed using AFM and magnetic tweezers reported an unbinding force of several tens of piconewtons for the RBD–ACE2 interaction. 54,55 Thus, our measurements likely correspond to several simultaneous unbinding events from multiple (1 to 6) Spike–ACE2 interactions. These studies were conducted using soluble fragments of the proteins in a nonmembranous environment, which could affect protein binding strength in light of a recent study that showed that the infectivity of SARS-CoV2 in the presence of membrane-bound ACE2 is much higher compared to that of soluble ACE2, 56 emphasizing the importance of studying such protein–protein interactions within membranes.

## CONCLUSION

We developed a new tool for protein–protein interaction studies, based on natural membranes obtained from giant plasma membrane vesicles, which allows working with membrane proteins of interest within a background of native membrane components while avoiding the need for reconstitution. We expect our approach to be broadly adopted and used in studies of various membrane biology and biophysics questions.
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